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OVERVIEW 

Premise:   Discipleship is the cornerstone on which both our Relationship with God and our Headship at home is built.

    It’s not about how we look or talk, but how we see and communicate with Jesus 

    Q.  What cause are we following today?   Q.  Have we “left our nets” (let Christ make-over our priorities) 
 

Discipleship defined by Jesus  (perhaps another of Jesus’ “But I Say” moments?) Luke 9:23:  

“If any man will be MY disciple,       he MUST:      Deny Himself   Take up his cross             Daily         and Follow Me.” 

         [  Qualifier  ]     [Requirement]   [Selflessness] &       [ SURRENDER ]  &    [Intentionality]  & [OBEDIENT PURSUIT] 
 
 

 

 

TALENTS & GIFTS:   KINGDOM CURRENCY 

A key part of Discipleship is surrendering ourselves in the use of our Talents (natural abilities) and Gifts 

(Spiritual abilities) that HE has created within us for His Kingdom work. 

Last time, we discussed the distinction between Talents vs Gifts (“T/G”) and how to overcome common 

obstacles to using them for Him.  [Moses, Exod 3,4:1-12  /  Paul, Acts 9:10-19  /  Peter, John 21:15-17] 
 

TODAY:   Our T/G Accountability, as told by Jesus    Matthew 25:14-30  

 How MUCH does it really matter whether or not we surrender our T/G to Him? 

 Jesus’ story demonstrates the value HE PLACES on our T/G in the Kingdom and to God. 

 It powerfully outlines the stark gap between our Great Reward to use and our Great Loss to not use. 

 Why so extreme?  __________________________________________________________________________ 

Foundations: 

1. All Talents and Gifts are: 

a) Gods. (He maintains ownership)     Rom 11:36;  1 Cor 12:4-6 

b) FOR Him and BY Him.  (Bestowed in us for His purposes and Plan)   Eph 2:10 

c) Entrusted to us. (We are Trustees, Custodial Guardians)  Eph 4:11 

d) According to our Abilities. (He knows us better than we know ourselves.) Ps 139:13; Jer 1:5; Matt 25:15 

e) To be deployed in His Kingdom work for HIS Glory Only!  1 Cor 12:7; 1 Pet 4:10-11; 1 Cor 4:7; Jam 4:6 

(100% for His glory and honor and credit only – not to build us up, build up our audience, or otherwise 

attract any attention away from God or His work at hand.) 

2. We will be evaluated on HOW we used His T/G for God and Kingdom! Exod 35:10; 1 Cor 14:12; Matt 25:19 

3. The response from God is profound, absolute, and eternal. Col 3:23-24;  Matt 25:21-30 

Questions: 

Based on the reward/favor in the Master’s response, do we need more motivation to use our T/G? ______ 

Looking at the one who HID his T/G, what WRONG did he really commit? ______  

 He did NOT lose or damage it. 

 He knew where it was the entire time. 

 He brought it before the Master good as new once called upon.  

 He KNEW Master harvested/reaped where he didn’t sow/plant – So he just expected the work to go on 

around him without wanting to make any waves or have demands made on himself..?  

 He did NOT trust the Master or the Master’s plan, or else he would have followed the program. 
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Deduction:  We MUST conclude that our Use (and How) of our T/G in His Kingdom – MEANS A LOT TO  HIM!!

 

Individual Reflection: 

 Have we identified Talents/Gifts God has created in us? ___________________ 

 Have we prayed over our potential T/Gs, asking for Him to guide us to them, and in them?  _____________ 
 

With such great ramifications attached: 

 Do we need to raise our level of awareness? _____________ Level of urgency? __________________  

 Can we spend more time in prayer seeking His guidance on what He would like to see from us? _________ 

 Knowing that He knows us better than we know ourselves, is it possible that He has given us more 

Talents/Gifts than we yet have identified? (IE, the 5 instead of 2, or the 2 vs 1.)  ______________________ 

Gravity Recognition:  God’s reward for using T/G is as great as the consequences for burying/hiding T/G! 

 

Leaders at Home / Sphere of Influence Reflection: (after leading by example in this ourselves) 

 If we know that those in our spiritual care are also facing such high Risk/Reward decisions in their lives, how 

much accountability do WE bear as fathers and husbands (uncles, gr-fathers, etc) to create an environment 

that welcomes and encourages their search and discovery of their T/G? _____________________________ 
 

 Don’t we bear inherent responsibility to do our part to provide proper spiritual support, inspiration, and 

definitely prayer?  Be Encouragers-in-Chief? ________________________________________ 

Note:  Let’s consider adding this topic to our daily prayer time and ask Him for His guidance. His directions 

ALWAYS come with at least the next step to do and the grace to carry it out! 

 

Leaders at Church / Spiritual Influence-Ministries Reflection: (after leading by example in this ourselves) 

If we know that those whom we have been Called to Lead face such high Risk/Reward decisions in their lives, 

what accountability resides with us as Spiritual leaders?  Is it not our mantle to develop such an environment 

that will foster, encourage, inspire, empower and equip others to find the courage to pursue discovery of their 

Talents/Gifts, as well as ways to properly deploy them? Be Recruiters-in-Chief? __________________________ 

Note: Let’s consider adding this topic to our daily prayer time and seek His guidance, wisdom, and discernment! 
 

Over Time: 

HOW we serve with our talents and gifts also matters       2 Corinthians 9:6-7  /  Gen 4:2-15 

Our attitude in serving is just as important as our service itself. If our acts of service are buried in complaining 

or negativity, which is Jesus seeing? What message is everyone else getting? 
 

 2 Corinthians 9:6-7  6 Remember this: Whoever sows sparingly will also reap sparingly, and whoever sows generously 
will also reap generously. 7 Each of you should give what you have decided in your heart to give, not reluctantly or under 
compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. 
 

 Gen 4:2-15  [Read]  What was God focused on in His conversation with Cain?  When we retell the story, we often 

fixate on the “insufficient offering”, but what was GOD focused on? 

 

COMING UP   1 Samuel 16 - Case Study of a CALLING:  David, from Shepherd to King 


